Thanks Mac for this fantastic meme.
May 13, 2020
To:
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Subject: Tracking Down the Origin of Wuhan Coronavirus

Abstract: Look at the bolded headlines and read the cartoons, forget the devil that is in the details. (Just for Mark)
I. Link here, or also at the bottom of this email. This is a 54 minutes exceptional chronology of how the CCP virus
happened as reported by The Epoch Times.
 The Epoch Times is connected to an inside China freedom/spiritual group(s).
 This reporting is the first coronavirus documentary to investigate the origins and cover-up of the pandemic.
 It shows how the Chinese Communist Party regime has exposed itself as the most evil disease of all, i.e. Communism.
 Let’s make this new film a viral antidote to the real origin of CCP virus (COVID-19).
 Watch it all the way to the end or drag the viewing marker to see clips.
II. President Trump has accused Obama for the shortage of masks much to the denial and ranting of the liberals.
 A remark by a liberal ex friend that President Trump was an idiot because of the above comment caused me to
research the comment.
i. Here is the article - https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/how-obamas-failure-resupplyrespirators-federal-stockpile-created-2020
ii. This report above reveals there was no formal published strategy for pandemic until 2005 during the GW
Bush administration.
iii. This plan created national stockpiles of medical supplies.
iv. From April 12, 2009 to April 10, 2010 98.5 million N95 masks were taken from the stockpile of 100
million and distributed in two waves.
v. This happened during the Obama administration (2008-2016) and not replaced.
vi. The buck stopped at the first illegal USA President Barry Soetoro/Barack Obama’s desk not President
Trump!
 Furthermore, this illegal immigrant should have never been allowed into any government position let alone become the
President of the USA.
 However, the DNC and RNC made a deal with the devil to run two illegal Presidential candidates in 2008 (Obama and
McCain) agreeing to not challenge the eligibility of either one.
 McCain was born in a Panama hospital by two American presidents so he did not qualify to the strict constitutional
requirements for a President of the USA.

III. Did Obama and his administration intentionally not replace the masks he took from the national strategic
stockpile during 2009 to 2010?
 Let me count the reasons why I think these critical stockpiles of surgical masks were intentionally not replaced, my
opinion only, i.e. you will never see this in social media or otherwise.
a. Based on what I have learned watching The Epoch Times film above, China CCP was actively weaponizing the
COVID-19 virus from at least 2003.
b. We know now that the U.S. was funding deadly virus research in part with the help of Harvard Professor and
two Chinese students, all have been arrested.
c. An Arkansas professor has been arrested for concealing Communist Chinese Funding, link here.
d. Support of the Wuhan lab was during the Obama administration era 2008-2016.
e. Wuhan lab has recently been shut down by the CCP.
f. Who hates Trump the most, e.g. Obama and China for starters, I would make an easy educated guess.
i. Both were friendly supporters of each other, i.e. Obama administration and China.
g. We now know Spygate was run by Obama and has been renamed ObamaGate.
h. We know Obama’s Harvard Law School records are missing as well as his financial records regarding who
funded him to go to this elite university.
i. We also know there was a connection between China and the Clinton Foundation.
j. Here are just a few data points confirming.
i. Clinton Foundation Brokers HIV/AIDS Deal With Chinese Pharmaceutical Group
ii. Terry Mcauliffe Met Chinese Donor at Hillary Clinton’s Home
iii. Chinese Illegally Donated to Bill Clinton Reelection Campaign
k. We know that academia is largely run by liberals, over 70% or more last number I saw, maybe 78%.
l. The Epoch Times Film above reveals that the world banks are heavily invested and involved in China and will
do anything to continue business with them.
m. We know that WHO, Big Pharma, CDC, Deep State, DNC, FBI, CIA, DOJ, et al all were and still are to a
degree in the plot to remove Trump and his administration.
n. We now know the players in the ObamaGate Spygate on President Trump thanks to the work of The Epoch
Times.
i. They are: Hillary Clinton & DNC, Perkins Coie, Fusion GPS, Orbis, Lame stream Media, FBI, State
Dept.,
ii. Congress, White House (Obama Admin.), UK Intel, Hakluyt, a private former Brit Intel operation, UK/US
Intel agencies.

o. I would guess George Soros was funding part of this coup, et al?
p. Also I believe that there were at least three countries involved in this plandemic to weaponize the release of a
deadly virus, China, USA and England.
q. The plan did not work as expected, the COVID-19 virus does not have the morbidity hoped but the side effect of
killing the economies is deadly enough.
r. Was this another back up insurance plan if the DNC lost in the 2016 election?
s. Were the global groups supporting population reduction also supporting this plandemic?
t. My magic muscle testing crystal pendulum says a strong YES to all five of the above questions and points.
u. Now can you better imagine this next recreation of what someone visualizes is going to happen?

IV. My Magic Crystal Pendulum

a) What percent of Americans would believe this pandemic was planned before the outbreak? Answer =
33%
b) What percent of Americans believe this pandemic was planned now? Answer = 76%
c) So based on this simple test some 43% more Americans have shifted over to being more suspicious of
what is going on around them.
d) According to The Epoch Times there are between two and three million Chinese people in concentration
camps.
e) I also tested two other questions.
f) Will this event force China into a democracy? Answer = No.
g) Will this event force China into bankruptcy? Answer = Yes.

https://grrrgraphics.com/#!
 Order you next political cartoon link above, I have no affiliation.
 Ben is a patriot and local Montanan.

V. PROSECUTE PROSCUTE RA RA RA IMPRISON THOSE WHO QUALIFY FOR LIFE AND HANG THE BEST
HIGH
 Keep your powder dry and your food storage cold and continually stock up and rotate.
 Freezers and freeze dried foods are all sold out during this plandemic.
 The Deep State and dark side will continue their deadly games.
 Until Trump and us Patriots send them to prison and hang the rest for treason and sedition.
 Few people believed that General Washington and some 20,000 rag tag colonist could win against the strongest
empire in the world, Great Britain.
 General Washington had spies in his staff two; it was no easier and in many ways much harder then.
 Yet 1% to 1.6% of those 3,000,000 colonists plus the French Navy defeated General Cornwallis at Yorktown and
his 7000 troops.
 All while the 99% pretended they could not change destiny, this is exactly what is going on again!
 The American Revolution was a 20 year battle.
 So never ever give up and never ever doubt or be negative because this creates bad karma for us all.
o Do one little act every day to support the return of true and honest freedom and liberty in America.
 Imagine yourself freer because of all this plandemic.
 The critical mass of a population determines its future and that number is very low, i.e. between
the square root of 1% of the population to 1%.
 This is why we are so easily controlled because this formula works both ways, the
dark side only gives up when those they enslave do.
VI. Sign this online petition to stop HR 6666 another radical left legislation to allow government officials to enter
ANYONE’S HOME and force test them for the CCP disease and or antibodies. (Just in, thanks Lark)
VII. The Plandemic Documentary Corruption Found At the Highest Levels of Our Health Institutions. (Just in, thanks
Justin)
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From: The Epoch Times [mailto:newsletter@epochtimes.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2020 3:29 PM
To: jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org
Subject: Virus Origins? (New Film)

Exclusive Film:

Tracking Down the Mysterious Origins
of the CCP Virus
This film has been viewed over 70 million times, in just the last week.
In this new documentary, investigative reporter Joshua Philipp explores the known
facts surrounding the CCP virus and the global pandemic it caused.

Watch the Full film

Suspicious Activity
From the Huanan Seafood Market to the scandals at the Wuhan Institute of
Virology, from long-running experiments on viruses to military takeovers,
suspicious activities arise from every corner.

"The First"
This is the first coronavirus documentary to examine these facts, and investigate
the origins and cover-up of the pandemic.
WATCH THE FILM

"Fantastic film... This is going to be something that drives
the narrative... One of the great papers of our time, The
Epoch Times."
STEVE BANNON, FORMER WHITE HOUSE CHIEF STRATEGIST

Under Every Rock
Through vigorous investigations and the piecing together of hidden information, the
documentary will unearth a more complete understanding of the situation
surrounding the rise of this pandemic.

An Open Mind
We approached this project with an open mind, and we don't draw any
conclusions.
Rather, we point out that serious questions remain about the CCP's handling of the
virus outbreak and its true impact within China and around the world.

"I very rarely find myself saying these guys are either the
best writers around these days or they are definitely onto
something. Either way this one is pretty scary. Judge for
yourself."
JAMES WOODS, HOLLYWOOD ACTOR

Experience It Yourself:

Tracking Down the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus
The first documentary on the origin of the CCP virus. It's an in-depth look at the progression of the
pandemic from January to April and leads us on a journey of discovery to bring the truth behind the
matter to light. Watch Now
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